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 What is the Endgame Here?: President Trump ISSUES ALL CHURCHES 
OPEN 

 IS CORONAVIRUS IN THE FLU SHOT?--Top Immunologist, Prof. Dolores 
Cahill, backs a stunning claim made by scientist Judy Mikovits in the 
censored viral video #Plandemic, explaining in detail how coronavirus, and 
other viruses, may be contaminating the seasonal flu shot.  

 One on One w/Dr. Judy Mikovits: Truth about her Arrest and the One Issue 
Media can't "Debunk"  

 +3+ Facebook blacklists free speech video platform Brighteon.com to 
silence humanitarian voices of pioneering women like Judy Mikovits – 
TAKE ACTION 

 BANNED A PANEL OF OVER 160 MEDICAL DOCTORS STREAMED LIVE ON 
DIGITAL FREEDOM PLATFORM REGARDING COVID-19 

 Gates Backed Covid-19 Vaccine Reprograms Cells with Synthetic Nanotech 
Viruses 

 Mega Study: The Satanic Lie of the Alien Disclosure Agenda — Part 5--3-6-
16--By Dr. Scott Johnson  Arthur C. Clarke’s “Childhood’s End” Deception 
— A Great Deception Began Last December As Network TV “Prepares The 
World” For Arrival Of Those Alien Evangelists With Leathery Wings, Horns, 
And Barbed Tails 

 Celeste Solum - "DARPA Deployment Of Hydrogel Mark Of The Beast" 

 Liberty Counsel Update: Disorderly conduct citations for attending church-
-Our client, Logos Baptist Ministries of Niles, IL, received two "Disorderly 
Conduct" citations this week for peacefully worshipping the Lord 
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 Cardiac Nurse Destroys Mask Wearing 

 Cardiac Arrests up 800 Percent: Doctors Warn Lockdowns Doing Much 
More Damage Than COVID 

 IS CONTACT TRACING IS A VERY SLIPPERY SLOPE 

 iPhones Latest Update Tells You It's Contact Tracing! Texas Says No 

 Listener Comment: Apple wants to install this software update on my 
iPhone-- Looks like it’s surveillance tracking and tracing--More and more 
control 

 5 signs the coronavirus ‘contact tracing’ texts you’re getting are a scam 

 Turn off Contact Tracing App which is embedded in your phones next 
update 

 How to manage COVID-19 exposure notifications on iPhone 

 
++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:  
For the Lord to expose the Covid-19 agenda worldwide with all of its big brother 
agendas like forced vaccination and Contract tracing 
For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun 
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA, Against 
all the UN troops already in America and  coming here, Against the coming 
created Ebola pandemic caused by the GMO Ebola vaccines and all the infected 



Congolese migrants on US soil, For Gods intervention regarding all the weather 
warfare to destroy crop yields for 2020, For Gods intervention with the CA 
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding 
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians 
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) 
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the 
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump 
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned 
Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito 
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal 
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern 
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire 
Earth—2020 is when this really gets cranked up, For All Christians to wake up 
and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken 
away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft 
being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and 
destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans & 
wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing 
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory 
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them, 
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 
Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, 
Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, 
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in 
America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America 
and Canada,  For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle 
colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The 
eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex 



trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the 
normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children & 
babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in 
all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality 
pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned 
Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from 
their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail 
programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave 
Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, 

For the eradication worldwide of all 
planned deep state & Muslim false flag 
events—Against the wickedness being 
openly promoted by the Democrat party 
and ALL Democrats running for 
president—Against the wickedness 
being perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, 
Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, YouTube and all the tech 
giants and the dominant streaming 
content producers—Against  the pop 
culture rock and rap music industry—
Against the wicked factions of Modern 
medicine & the pharmaceutical & 
vaccine industry—Against the Vatican, 
Pope and Catholicism--Every level of 
government that has by hijacked by 
wickedness—Against the global banking 
cartels and the 13 families of the 
Illuminati—Against the wicked factions 
of the public universities and public 
schools. ++Add to your personal 
prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, 
neutralize, destroy and purge any and all 
nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, 
microchips or implants in or on our 

bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked bacteria, viruses, candida 
and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, neutralize, destroy and purge 
any other wicked things the globalist elite have gotten into our bodies.  

 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 
Reagan: 



 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
 

 
+1+ The COVID-19 Destruction of America Is the Not the End Game & Hosea 4 
To those of you that understand your Biblical history, particularly in Genesis, this 
series will not surprise you, but instead will deepen your understanding on how 
Satan is trying to destroy humanity before the Second Coming. The Biblical 
literate crowd understands the meaning of Demons, Fallen Angels, and the 
Giants. To those of you that are Biblically ignorant, these writings will seem quite 
insane. Remember, “my people people perish because of a lack of knowledge”. 



Lets take a look at those verses more carefully: 
Hos 4:1 Hear the word of the LORD, ye children of Israel: for the LORD hath a 
controversy with the inhabitants of the land, because there is no truth, nor mercy, 
nor knowledge of God in the land. 
Hos 4:2 By swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing 
adultery, they break out, and blood toucheth blood. 
Hos 4:3 Therefore shall the land mourn, and every one that dwelleth therein shall 
languish, with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven; yea, the fishes 
of the sea also shall be taken away… 
Hos 4:6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast 
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: 
seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children. 
Hos 4:7 As they were increased, so they sinned against me: therefore will I 
change their glory into shame. 
COVID 19 is not about controlling an illness as much as it is about destroying a 
culture. The American economy is being destroyed! Our need to be social 
creatures is is destroyed by the concept of social distancing. This is the most 
effective psyop in the history of mankind. The MSM local newscasts contain the 
same elements, night after night after night! First, there are the respects paid to 
first responders by the broadcasters. “These are our heroes and our lockdown 
has meaning” says the news media. Before COVID, the news reported nothing but 
bad news. But there has been a shift, Heart-warming and tear-jerking stories 
dominate the news and at the end of each story is an admonishment to “social 
distance”. Then, the over-stated, fear-porn, COVID numbers are presented. Then 
is is followed by a commercial showing people in lockdown having fun. Show a 
little weather and then repeat the pattern. The names on the new stories may 
change, but the story is the same. 
Remember, six evil Illuminati corporations own 98% of the media and they are 
unified on many points ranging from being former friends of Zionist blackmailer 
Epstein, to establishing global governance. In the latter process, they see to 
destroy America and ultimately want to destroy the human race. We are all too 
aware of the plot on the physical plane with our 33% unemployment. The Deep 
State and their Democratic Party minions are behind the unnecessary lockdowns. 
All that we have built as a nation is being destroyed. However, what most of us 
are missing is the spiritual warfare that has been thrust among us. 
The evil entities, mentioned in the Bible, are hard at work to destroy America and 
ultimately the human race. Satan would like to have controlled our soul. However, 
they were not able to crack the code and they are left with one option, genocide. 
Is there any indication this is what is coming? The answer is a resounding yes. 
Satan plans to commit genocide against all those that cannot be converted away 
from their Christian faith. And under the cover of COVID 19, it appears that these 
plans are moving forward with great rapidity. 
I wish to begin this series with a summary of several letters I have received in the 
past four months. In this first communication, it is clear we are talking about 
constructing a massive prison system, stocked with guillotines. 
This communication came on May 18, 2020. 
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“Dave a little heads up, this is interesting. I’m a flat bed truck driver, in just the 
last week every ounce of re-bar in the country is headed to Denver, CO and I don’t 
mean small stuff. I’m not talking about #3, 4, and 5 bar, I mean super heavy duty 
grade 60 and 70 big stuff. It would denote a very, very substantial Capitol works 
project. Do you know of any in Denver right now? I have 49,000# of grade 70 41′-
6” x #9 (1.128 inch) bar. One truck after another after another. Something really 
substantial and really rugged is being built and you and I can’t see what it is. 
Also, freight volume and rates have UTTERLY COLLAPSED, the larger trucking 
operations still running must be being backstopped by some entity for now to 
keep the illusion alive, that all is well. Trucking companies are heavily dependent 
on commercial lines of credit for day to day operations, and it’s all coming down 
buddy. What I see on my day to day travels driving is utter collapse. Mass 
starvation and unfathomable chaos will reign by this time next year. 
From the following communications and others like, it is clear that a deep 
underground prison system is being constructed at the Federal Center in 
Lakewood, CA. This communication arrived on March 20, 2020. 
“Dear Dave, I have to be vague because I do not want to have to be discovered. 
But I can tell you that at the Federal Center in Lakewood, CO., we are 
constructing a deep underground prison. The material coming in is happening at 
night. However, it is massive and it is not normal. Why would the government 
need a massive underground prison to incarcerate people? It is 100% 
underground….. 
This communication came to me in February of 2020. 
“Hello, I wanted to tell you that I have been delivering parts from my truck to the 
Federal Center in the Denver area. I have been picking up shipments from a base 
that I am not going to identify for apparent reasons. I have been driving these 
loads to the Federal Center in Colorado. I have been given explicit instructions to 
not look at the cargo. When I arrive on site, the truck is taken from me and I hang 
out at snack room and in about an hour, my truck is returned. 
In my last trip, and I do not care who believes this story, I had an opportunity to 
look at the cargo. I had issues with my truck not riding correctly so I opened up 
the back to see if anything shifted. What was strange was the shipping crates 
were not marked. I had this overwhelming fear that I was transferring drugs for 
someone in the federal gov. I was not going to be the fall guy so I opened one of 
the crates at a rest area. There were no drugs. There was an unassembled 
something. But I did not find drugs, I found a huge blade, a motor, pulleys. I 
swear I was looking at an unassembled guillotine. I counted the boxes and there 
were 20. That means I probably had transported around 100 of these to the 
Federal Center. I was recently called to do a delivery and I said I was too sick. Did 
you know this s*** was going on? I never want to drive again … 
------------------- 
Listen to: Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A 
Christians ‘Door of Hope’ By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 12, 2007 
This is a very important teaching regarding imprecatory prayers and why the 
judgment of God on wickedness, has always been a Bible believers “Door of 
Hope”. We will explore many scriptures to validate this but this is not a teaching 
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that is usually ever heard or preached on in the modern day churches of America. 
If we as Bible believing Christians can get a hold of this Biblical concept, the Lord 
will be able to work through us (individually and collectively) in a mighty way. 
Beyond salvation this is one of the most important issues that the modern day 
Bible believer needs to understand, and hopefully this will be a big 
encouragement to you as well. 
We will also be exploring the various things that can hinder our prayers and what 
the prerequisites are for the Lord to hear our prayers. I will be giving my personal 
testimony regarding these issues as well, as the tenets of this teaching have 
totally changed my life for the better. 
This teaching was originally inspired by Pastor John Weaver’s sermon: ‘A Door 
of Hope’ See link below:  
http://tinyurl.com/y9k92ky 
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?currSection=sermonsspeaker&ser
monID=31507223012 
&  
Biblical Keys to Deliverance & Protection-Part 1  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | March 23, 2008 
Biblical Keys to Deliverance & Protection (2 parts)3/23/2008 Regarding the 
endtimes that we are moving into, many Christians are very apprehensive and 
concerned about the well being of their families and themselves. Biblically there 
are many answers and remedies regarding this subject. In this teaching we will be 
looking at the Bible verses that pertain to this subject 
Biblical Keys to Deliverance & Protection-Part 2  
-------------------------- 
I know exactly what is going on because I know how this started. In 2009, I was 
contacted by two separate law enforcement officials, both of whom, I had known in my 
childhood. They had both been part of a drill run by DHS in two different locations in the 
state of Colorado during that last so-called “pandemic” in the H1N1 scare. The drills 
took place outside of 1-25 outside of Trinidad and on 1-70, west of Grand Junction. In 
this drill, volunteers would be pulled over in a DUI type of roadblock. The driver would 
be asked for permission to scan their arms for a biometric sign that they had 
received required vaccinations. The scanning device was fake at that time. There 
were chase cars stationed on the flanks to run down evaders. If the occupants of 
the car refused to test positive for mandatory vaccinations, they were offered an 
opportunity to correct their oversight and take the vaccines. If they refused, the 
men were forcibly taken from the car and boarded on one bus, women on another 
and children, regardless of gender, were put on another. In actuality, nobody got 
transported. The intent of the drill is very obvious. 
I had actually interviewed the late Greg Evensen on this event. He was very much 
aware of it. At the time of the drill, there was no serious talk of mandatory vaccines. 
There was no talk of a biomarker scanner to detect if one had taken the required 
vaccination(s). However, today, the internet is filled with these discussions. 
Please allow me to set the tone for this presentation: America has been 
conquered, but not yet occupied. Resisters will indeed meet their end in camps 
and guillotines will be the enforcement mechanism. Evidence for the domestic 
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tyranny that is about to be unleashed on the country is everywhere. I want to 
emphasize that I do not like writing this story. Although there is a enough 
information to go forward with this story, it is such a paradigm shift, people will 
not believe it. I have not learned what will be in the vaccines, but I remember the 
research on the attempted H1N1 vaccines. The adjuvants contained in each 
injection, were voluminous. They were permeated with squalene which attacks 
the central nervous system and could cause premature death. 
If one thinks that collaboration will yield favorable results from the new powers 
that be, think again. There is no doubt in the minds of people I speak with that a 
cocktail of substances like squalene will be injected into your body, change your 
DNA, change you mentally and attack your central nervous system over time. It is 
an injection for short-term control and long-term premature death. 
The two law enforcement people I knew that participated in the 2009 Colorado 
event were horrified and said they would not participate in a live event under 
these circumstances. 
In the process of researching information related to this series, I learned that the 
proposed contact tracers are part of this process. In the old days, we knew there 
was a red list, a blue list, etc of people that would be done away with in a takeover 
of the government by the very forces that are emerging in this tyrannical 
lockdown of America. I have learned that contact tracers will not be contact 
tracing for CV-19. Rather, they are trained intelligence gatherers. They will be 
coming to your door. They will be seeking information about guns and attitudes. 
An uncooperative attitude will one day get you put on a bus. I was told that 
Christians are being targeted as well. So are journalists like myself. Contact 
tracing is an attempt to update the Red Lists. 
The lockdowns and the subsequent loss of rights and economic catastrophe is 
not the end game. We are preparing to enter the Tribulation, the Mark of the Beast 
unimaginable hell on earth, until Jesus returns.  
When I started researching this topic, I set out to disprove it because I did not 
want to believe it. However, my research produced the opposite results. I will be 
presenting my findings in the next few installments. 
http://revolutionradio.org/2020/05/19/the-covid-19-destruction-of-america-is-the-not-the-
end-game/  

 
Mandatory vaccines are MEDICAL RAPE and felony assault  
Play to 6:27: https://www.brighteon.com/e1092016-adbe-4e2d-9dc0-b452a75f654c  

 
CDC Vaccine Chair: "Get Rid Of The Whites" Scandal--Professor Carol Baker 
Calls For Racial Genocide 
May 16, 2020--CDC eugenics exposé--The speaker is Dr. Carol Baker, M.D., 
Professor of Pediatrics, Molecular Virology, and Microbiology at Baylor College of 
Medicine in Houston.  This racist rhetoric incites violent acts to murder all White 
People.  The doctor didn’t say she would lead by example. It's a rabbit hole that 
starts with a newly surfaced, 10+ year old video of the head chair of CDC's 
vaccine policy openly pitching racial genocide of hundreds of millions as her 
"solution" to increasing compliance with medical tyranny. As you keep looking 
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into her awards, positions, co-authors on papers, etc. the rabbit hole reveals an 
inter-connectivity of government, academia & medicine... and there are some 
skeletons in their closets' for sure. The military academia pharmaceutical 
complex reeks of genocide and mass murder.  
Play to 8:44: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvtcqneMwyI  

 
Mandatory Vaccines? The Supreme Court Said Yes According to Pedo-Predator 
and Rapist Alan Dershowitz! But Wait, There's More… 
Play: https://www.bitchute.com/video/gGyyf78GqNM0/  

 
+2+ Rapist Alan Dershowitz (Who Has Been Both Donald 
Trumps and Jeffrey Epstein’s Lawyer) & How Teen Runaway 
Virginia Roberts Became One of Jeffrey Epstein's Victims Via 
Trumps Marlago Estate 
Play (mute:39) to 3:23: https://youtu.be/qLAzubOpOtg  
<< “Dershowitz makinga Kabbalist-masonic pose.”  
Dershowitz has been involved in several high-profile legal 
cases, including as a member of the defense team for the 
impeachment trial of Donald Trump.[6] As a criminal appellate 
lawyer, he won 13 of the 15 murder and attempted murder cases 

which he had handled,[7] and has represented a series of evil celebrity clients, 
including Mike Tyson, Patty Hearst, and Jim Bakker. His most notable cases 
included the successful appeal of Claus von Bülow's 1982 conviction for the 
attempted murder of his wife, Sunny, and the 1995 O. J. Simpson murder trial, in 
which he served on the legal "Dream Team", alongside Johnnie Cochran and F. 
Lee Bailey, as an appellate adviser.[8]  
From a report on Jeffery Epstein we read: “In addition to constantly finding 
underage girls to satisfy their personal desires, Epstein and Maxwell also got 
girls for Epstein’s friends and acquaintances. Epstein specifically told me that the 
reason for him doing this was so that they would ‘owe him,’ they would ‘be in his 
pocket,’ and he would ‘have something on them.’”  
Why Epstein would want dirt on powerful people, other than for his own personal 
gain, is a mystery. We can only conclude that he was gathering dirt on behalf of 
some other party, likely the Mossad and/or for Israel’s desk at the CIA. 
Investigators into the Epstein child-sex scandal turned up a contact book that 
contained the names and contact information for many prominent people, some 
of which included New York lawyer Alan Dershowitz, Donald Trump, liquor baron 
Edgar Bronfman, and former U.S. President William Jefferson Clinton. Roberts 
claims she was forced to have sex with Dershowitz six times. 
Trump impeachment attorney Alan Dershowitz describes legal strategy 

 
New Tape Shows Donald Trump And Jeffrey Epstein At Mar-A-Lago Party In 1992 
| TODAY 
Newly unearthed video from 1992 shows future President Donald Trump partying with 
financier and now accused sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein. 
Play to :36:  https://youtu.be/AUDr_c2PalI  
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Trump distances himself from Jeffrey Epstein after new sex trafficking charges 

 
Trump’s Labor Secretary Alexander Acosta helped cover up sex crimes by Jeffrey 
Epstein 
Play to :57:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_LPZEuUi9c  
Play to 1:41:  https://youtu.be/ehpdJfTdA_Q 

 
'Cartoon Of Trump & Clinton React to Jeffrey Epstein Scandal' & How Alan 
Dershowitz Plays Into This 
Play:  https://youtu.be/F4jV9kiUELs  

 
Will government mandate COVID-19 vaccinations? Apparently, it can — and it 
might 
By Merrill Matthews, Opinion Contributor — 05/20/20--If the Satanic government 
determines that vaccinations are essential to stemming the spread of the disease, 
would it – could it – mandate vaccination compliance? Apparently, it can — and it 
might. 
Many paid off medical “experts” believe that developing one or more COVID-19 
vaccines is the key to reopening the economy and returning to our normal lives. 
For example, the Mayo Clinic says, “A vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 
2019 (COVID-19) is perhaps the best hope for ending the pandemic.” 
The pharmaceutical industry has shifted into overdrive to find a vaccine effective 
against the coronavirus. Drug maker AstraZeneca hopes to have 30 million doses 
of its vaccine available in the U.K. by September. And Moderna just announced 
very promising results from its initial clinical trials. 
But here’s the Satanic problem: The majority of U.S. adults delay or skip 
vaccinations. 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) encourages adults to be 
immunized for a range of diseases. The flu vaccine leads the CDC’s list that 
includes tetanus and diphtheria every 10 years, shingles, pneumonia and several 
others.  
Consider the flu vaccine. It is one of the most affordable and accessible vaccines 
available, and yet the CDC reports the adult vaccination rate over the past decade 
has ranged between 40 and 45 percent.  
Fortunately, the same 10-year graph shows a much higher flu vaccination rate 
among older Americans: Between 65 and 68 percent for seniors. But only about 
30 to 35 percent for 18-49 year-olds. 
Children typically have much higher vaccination rates because all states require 
them – with certain exemptions – before children can enroll in public schools.  
While a small percentage of Americans oppose vaccinations on religious or 
medical grounds, most of the unvaccinated apparently just choose not to.  
Will a coronavirus vaccine see a higher uptake rate? Maybe. There is a lot of fear 
among the public, and that may persuade most adults to be vaccinated.  
Costs probably won’t be a barrier, either. About 91 percent of the population has 
health coverage. The Affordable Care Act requires public and private insurance to 
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cover the entire cost of preventive care, which includes vaccines. And the 
government may ultimately cover vaccination costs for the uninsured.  
Even so, it isn’t clear that enough adults will choose to be vaccinated to create a 
“herd immunity” — i.e., when roughly 60 to 80 percent of the population has 
developed immunity to a disease either by vaccination or having been infected 
and recovered. Epidemiologists say that’s what’s needed to end an epidemic. 
If the COVID-19 vaccination rate is low, will the federal or, more likely, state 
governments step in and mandate vaccination? 
The Congressional Research Service says the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that 
“The states’ general police power to promote public health and safety 
encompasses the authority to require mandatory vaccinations.”  
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/498641-will-government-mandate-covid-19-
vaccinations  

 
Double Minded and Untrustworthy Trump says coronavirus vaccine will NOT be 
mandatory at the federal level, but governors might force vaccinations at the 
state level 
Tuesday, May 19, 2020 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) President Trump has 
confirmed that, from a federal perspective, coronavirus vaccines will not be 
forced upon people who don’t want them. In statements made last Friday, he said 
that, “Not everyone is going to want to get it” and that the vaccine would only be 
for those who do want it, reports LifeSiteNews. 
This is relief, for now, as Trump had previously announced he was going to 
mobilize the military to distribute and administer the vaccine. Using the military to 
administer vaccines sounds like coercion would be involved at some point, since 
there’s no shortage of civilians in America who can and will administer vaccines 
(pharmacists, nurses, doctors, etc.) without needing any help from armed 
soldiers. 
Even if Trump does not push for mandatory vaccines at the federal level, 
governors may require vaccines at the state level. And this means America will 
likely be divided into “vaccine SLAVE states” vs. “anti-vaccine FREE states.” 
In the vaccine slave states, your body is owned by the state which can demand 
you submit to an unlimited number of forced injections, no matter how risky or 
dangerous the vaccine might be. (Operation Warp Speed guarantees that 
vaccines will be released while still in the experimental phase, transforming 
Americans into human guinea pigs for Big Pharma’s mad medical experiments.) 
In the anti-vaccine free states, governors will respect the individual decisions of 
citizens who are recognized as the rightful owners of their own bodies. Anti-
vaccine free states will likely be states that lean more conservatives, while 
vaccine slave states will of course be the states run by Democrats and 
progressives. 
This means that citizens who live in “progressive” states like California and New 
York are about to experience the full meaning of “progressivism,” which 
essentially requires you to surrender your individual freedoms, liberties and even 
your body to the whims of the corrupt state. In centuries long ago, kings asserted 
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their “divine right” to rape anyone they chose, and today, Democrat governors 
will assert the same right to medically rape anyone living under their jurisdiction. 

 
CORRUPTION and GREED: Trump’s vaccine czar raking in millions in stock 
profits following public relations propaganda claiming coronavirus vaccine 
research progress 

Monday, May 18, 2020 by: Mike 
Adams (Natural News) After 
previously backing away from 
vaccines as the “cure all” for 
America’s pandemic woes, 
President Trump is now back 
to pushing a coronavirus 
vaccine being created by 
Moderna, and he now absurdly 
claims this vaccine will save 
the U.S. economy. 
Even more disturbingly, 

Trump’s own “vaccine czar,” a former executive of the criminal felon corporation 
GlaxoSmithKline — which admitted to high-level felony crimes and a massive, 
nationwide bribery scheme — is now cashing in with millions of dollars in stock 
valuation profits after Moderna released some public relations propaganda about 
its vaccine trials, which are only in phase 1 and only involved 8 participants. (We 
previously reported the trial involved 45 patients but have since learned it was 
only 8.) 
Since none of those 8 people died yet, Trump is now convinced Moderna’s 
vaccine will save the world. 
Breitbart.com added to the propaganda, absurdly claiming the vaccine, “was also 
shown to be safe and well-tolerated.” Breitbart doesn’t seem to realize that phase 
1 trials involving only 8 people cannot possibly establish that the vaccine is 
“safe.” So since 8 people didn’t die in a few days, Breitbart thinks the vaccine is 
ready to inject into billions of people with unknown long-term consequences? 
This is why you have to be careful following reporting from pro-Trump publishers 
who are desperate to catapult good news but don’t know how medicine works. By 
Breitbart’s standards, crack cocaine also works great because it gives you 
incredible energy during the phase 1 trials, and all the trial subjects reported 
feeling awesome. Anyone who thinks the “economy” is going to bounce back 
from 36 million people being unemployed — most of whom are being paid to stay 
unemployed — is smoking crack, by the way. 
Following the propaganda release, the stock price of Moderna soared 34% on 
Monday, pouring $3.4 million into the pockets of Moncef Slaoui, Trumps vaccine 
czar, reports NY Daily News 
Talk about corruption… why does Trump have a former Moderna board member 
and GSK executive running his “vaccine czar” operation that looks set to try to 
push mandatory vaccines across America in order to enrich Big Pharma and keep 
the coronavirus pandemic going? 
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Trump has now characterized the Moderna vaccine trial results as “staggeringly 
good.” His exact quote: 
You’re seeing it maybe today for the first time where not only are the markets up 
tremendously, but we’ve had tremendous, tremendously good and positive 
information on therapeutics, on cures and on vaccines… I think you’re going to 
have the ‘v’… “I think it’s going to be terrific. 
Yes, Trump is still clinging to the delusion of a “v-shaped recovery” for the 
economy, and he’s now convinced that Big Pharma’s toxic vaccines are going to 
save America (and perhaps his presidency). 
It is a fact that vaccine manufacturers have spiked human blood samples with 
animal antibodies in order to win FDA approval for vaccines that didn’t work. Two 
virologists from Merck filed a False Claims Act document with the federal 
government several years ago, claiming they were ordered by Merck management 
to falsify antibodies tests for mumps vaccines. The FDA does not conduct its own 
testing on vaccines and relies entirely on vaccine manufacturers to run their own 
tests — obviously a gross conflict of interest and a complete abandonment of 
anything resembling real “science.” 
In fact, Moderna and the vaccine industry are rushing this coronavirus vaccine in 
exactly the same way Boeing rushed the 737-max airplane, resulting in catastrophic 
consequences for passengers and the company. But now, Trump is betting the entire 
US population and the US economy on an unproven, fast-tracked vaccine produced by 
an industry that has a long, repeated history of science fraud, felony crimes and totally 
dishonest clinical trials. Is this really the broken race horse upon which Trump is betting 
his presidency? 
Peter Maybarduk of Public Citizen warned that Slaoui’s biased decisions due to his 
conflicts of interest with Big Pharma could “hurt or kill millions of people.” 
Of course, that’s the whole point. If these coronavirus vaccines were actually 
intended to be safe and effective, they would have to go through at least 2-3 years 
of long-term clinical trials. The fact that they’re being frantically rushed into 
production via “Operation Warp Speed” tells you they aren’t even intended to be 
safe or effective. 
The whole charade is a total junk. This isn’t science, and it isn’t medicine. It’s 
immunization smoke and mirrors and the consequences could be catastrophic. 
According to some critics, these vaccines are actually intended to spread the 
coronavirus pandemic and cause mass fatalities from the “cytokine storm” effect 
caused by a secondary exposure to a new infectious strain after being vaccinated 
against the coronavirus. This is explained in detail by Dr. Judy Mikovits in this 
new interview, at the link below: 
It seems that Trump and all his advisors currently have the following hierarchy of 
priorities: 
Priority #1: Make more money for the vaccine companies and Big Pharma. 
Priority #2: Pump up the inflated stock market and pretend the economy is good 
even as real production is falling off a cliff. 
Priority #3: Protect Big Tech to keep the stock market propped up even higher, 
regardless of the fact that Big Tech is clearly run by communist China and is 
censoring all speech about the coronavirus that exposes China or the WHO. 
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Priority #4: Protect the American people (the last priority). 
It’s sad. And it increasingly looks like Trump has sold out America to the vaccine 
companies, all while the FDA, FTC, CDC and tech giants censor natural solutions 
that are saving lives and curing patients right now. All treatments that work are 
being suppressed, while all vaccines that have never been proven to work are 
being pumped up as cure-alls for the entire world. Talk about quackery, you can’t 
get deeper into the world of quacksterism than what Trump and the vaccine 
companies are pushing right now. 
It’s sick, and it ought to be criminal. Correct me if I’m wrong, but it sure looks like 
we are all being betrayed by Trump who has obviously sold out to Big Pharma 
and Big Tech. 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-18-trump-vaccine-czar-raking-in-stock-profits-
coronavirus-vaccine-propaganda.html  

 
AstraZeneca ready to vaccinate half of Great Britain for the Bioengineered Covid-
19 Virus by SEPTEMBER!!!! 
Sunday, May 24, 2020 by: Ethan Huff (Natural News) Where will the first vaccines for 
the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) be unleashed? In Great Britain, assuming a 
scheme hatched by the British government to vaccinate half the population by 
September is a success. 
Reports indicate that drug giant AstraZeneca has been contracted by the United 
Kingdom to turn an experimental Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine 
developed by scientists at the University of Oxford into 30 million commercial 
doses of the jab before the fall. 
United Kingdom Business Secretary Alok Sharma recently announced that a 
global licensing deal worth £130 million ($160 million) has been signed between 
Oxford and AstraZeneca. And the aim is to vaccinated half of the entire U.K. 
population by the end of summer. 
If this test vaccine can be “proven” to provide protection against the Wuhan 
coronavirus (COVID-19), the plan is to have AstraZeneca produce another 70 
million doses of it for a total of 100 million doses. And Sharma wants to see this 
happen “as soon as possible.” 
To help move things along even more quickly, Sharma has allotted another £84 
million ($103 million) in taxpayer monies to supply both Oxford and Imperial 
College London, which is also working on the project, with the funds they require 
to ramp up production on their “groundbreaking potential vaccines.” 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-24-astrazeneca-vaccinate-half-great-britain-
coronavirus-september.html 

 
These Unthinkably Evil Criminals Reportedly Among 4.5K Inmates Freed In 
Illinois!!!! 
One of the more troubling ways states are responding to the coronavirus 
pandemic is by releasing thousands of dangerous criminals back out into society 
before they would normally be eligible for release. Some of these offenders have 
been accused of serious crimes including crimes against children, drug 
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trafficking, assault, and various murder-related charges. Now, they’ve been set 
free all in an attempt to stop the spread of the coronavirus. 
States like New York, California, and Illinois have been releasing thousands of 
dangerous criminals since the beginning of March. Even more concerning is that 
among the thousands of inmates being released many of them are convicted sex 
offenders. 
Breitbart reports that of the 4,500 inmates released in the state of Illinois between 
March 1 and May 6, nearly 150 of them have been convicted of sex crimes. 
Breitbart gives the details on three of these dangerous, now free, criminals: 
Steven Haberkorn, 31-years-old, is one of the child sex abusers who was allowed 
to parole out of prison on March 2. Around 2011, Haberkorn was convicted of 
predatory criminal sexual assault and aggravated criminal sexual abuse. 
At the time of the incident, Haberkorn was 21 years old and his victim was nine 
years old. 
Gustavo Covarrubias, a 59-year-old child sex abuser, was also allowed to parole 
out of prison on March 24. Around 2014, Covarrubias was convicted of predatory 
criminal sexual assault. At the time of the incident, Covarrubias was 53 years old 
and his victim was 11 years old. 
Likewise, 47-year-old Charles Shumard was allowed to parole out of prison on 
March 9. Around 2016, Shumard was convicted of aggravated criminal sexual 
abuse. At the time of the incident, Shumard was 43 years old and his victim was 
15 years old. 
Breitbart reports that of the more than 4,500 inmates released in Illinois, 520 of 
them have been convicted of “Class X” felonies. These felonies are the most 
serious violent crimes a person can be convicted of aside from first-degree 
murder. Now, these violent and dangerous criminals are back out on the streets. 
That should help Illinois residents sleep at night. 
Meanwhile, Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker (D) has said violators of the state’s 
stay-at-home orders could be taken into custody, charged, and prosecuted. 
We can’t help but wonder how exactly releasing these dangerous criminals early 
is supposed to slow the spread of the virus. This is beyond lawlessness. It’s 
sheer insanity. 

 
Pause Torture Technique--Fauci Sends a Message to Democratic Mayors and 
Governors 
Play: https://youtu.be/1B6xVPuHHnI?t=54  

 
What is the Endgame Here?: President Trump ISSUES ALL CHURCHES OPEN 
Play to 2:14: https://youtu.be/jOWZAYzq3w8 

 
IS CORONAVIRUS IN THE FLU SHOT? 
Top Immunologist, Prof. Dolores Cahill, backs a stunning claim made by scientist 
Judy Mikovits in the censored viral video #Plandemic, explaining in detail how 
coronavirus, and other viruses, may be contaminating the seasonal flu shot.  
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Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aDK-xz5tHw or 
https://www.facebook.com/HighWireTalk/videos/is-coronavirus-in-your-flu-
shot/934821256958368/?__so__=permalink&__rv__=related_videos  

 
One on One w/Dr. Judy Mikovits: Truth about her Arrest and the One Issue Media 
can't "Debunk"  
Play to 13:45: https://www.brighteon.com/f7744a32-4e3b-4102-b215-83e3767eb522  
Isa 59:13 In transgressing and lying against the LORD, and departing away from 
our God, speaking oppression and revolt, conceiving and uttering from the heart 
words of falsehood. 
Isa 59:14 And judgment is turned away backward, and justice standeth afar off: 
for truth is fallen in the street, and equity cannot enter.  
Equity--Lexicon :: Strong's H5229 - nekochah 
H5228; properly, straightforwardness integrity, or (concretely) a truth:—a right 
(thing), uprightness 
Isa 59:15 Yea, truth faileth; and he that departeth from evil maketh himself a prey: 
and the LORD saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgment. 

 
+3+ Facebook blacklists free speech video platform Brighteon.com to silence 
humanitarian voices of pioneering women like Judy Mikovits – TAKE ACTION 
Wednesday, May 20, 2020 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) Brighteon.com is a 
popular, independent video platform that features humanitarian free speech 
videos including those of pioneering women like Dr. Judy Mikovits and Chinese 
freedom leader Jennifer Zeng. 
As part of its war against courageous women who dare to challenge the status 
quo, Facebook has now blacklisted all links from Brighteon.com and 
NaturalNews.com following the user posting of a documentary featuring Dr. 
Mikovits — “Plandemic” — which questions the standard narrative about the 
coronavirus vaccine and the W.H.O. 
Various language versions of the Plandemic documentary were posted by other 
users, not by the owners or operators of Brighteon.com or NaturalNews.com. Yet 
because these videos were earning a large number of shares on Brighteon, as 
well as editorial coverage on Natural News, Facebook chose to blacklist all links 
from both platforms, regardless of the content, disallowing anyone from sharing 
any link from Brighteon or NaturalNews. 
++ A huge number of proactive action items listed about these issues at this link: 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-20-facebook-blacklists-free-speech-video-
platform-brighteon.html  

 
BANNED A PANEL OF OVER 160 MEDICAL DOCTORS STREAMED LIVE ON 
DIGITAL FREEDOM PLATFORM REGARDING COVID-19 
Play: https://youtu.be/mIiMhse4yis  
https://londonreal.tv/reconnect/  

 
Gates Backed Covid-19 Vaccine Reprograms Cells with Synthetic Nanotech 
Viruses 
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Play from 1:30: https://banned.video/watch?id=5ec5a6f4244ac5001d2e522c  
Mega Study: The Satanic Lie of the Alien Disclosure Agenda — Part 5 — 3-6-16 
By Dr. Scott Johnson | March 9, 2016 
Table of Contents: 
• Arthur C. Clarke’s “Childhood’s End” Deception — A Great Deception Began 
Last December As Network TV “Prepares The World” For Arrival Of Those Alien 
Evangelists With Leathery Wings, Horns, And Barbed Tails 
PDF: End Time Current Events 3-6-16 

 
Celeste Solum - "DARPA Deployment Of Hydrogel Mark Of The Beast" 
Play: https://youtu.be/KrclQ0SlFi4  

 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mat Staver, Liberty Counsel <alert@libertyaction.org> 
Date: Wed, May 20, 2020 at 4:54 PM 
Subject: Liberty Counsel Update: Disorderly conduct citations for attending 
church--Our client, Logos Baptist Ministries of Niles, IL, received two "Disorderly 
Conduct" citations this week for peacefully worshipping the Lord 
When we hear of someone receiving a "disorderly conduct" citation, we typically 
think of wild parties, violent shouting matches or pushing and shoving. But in all 
my years of ministry and legal service, I never imagined that attending a worship 
service at a Baptist church could be seen as "disorderly conduct." 
Yet, in Gov. J.B. Pritzker's locked-down state of Illinois, acts of solemn worship 
have been deemed a crime and our client Logos Baptist Ministries was on the 
receiving end of not one, but two "disorderly conduct" citations…for opening the church 
for peaceful worship and prayer. 
Gov. Pritzker and Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot want to criminalize church 
attendance while expanding mass surveillance.  
We CANNOT ALLOW OUR GOVERNMENT TO SPY ON US OR OUR CHURCHES!  
Logos Baptist Ministries, a church that serves mainly Romanian immigrants in 
Illinois, came to Liberty Counsel for help along with Elim Romanian Pentecostal 
Church shortly after Gov. Pritzker made it clear that Illinois churches could not 
expect to re-open for at least 12 to 18 months. 
Like Elim Romanian Pentecostal, many of the members of Logos Baptist once 
lived under Communist Romanian rule. They remember all too well the injustices 
wrought by Communist tyrants as they sought first to control, then to eliminate 
Christian churches.... including using heavy-handed tactics like pressuring citizens 
to turn on neighbors and report stubborn worshippers to government authorities. 
That is exactly what Gov. Pritzker and Mayor Lightfoot are trying to do now. 
Gov. Pritzker announced that Illinois churches will remain largely shut down until, 
among other things, a proper mass surveillance system is put in place to 
"monitor" citizens – a process the Governor says may take 12 – 18 months, 
hopefully by the time a vaccine is widely available. 
In the meantime, Gov. Pritzker is calling on citizens to report anyone who dares 
defy his unconstitutional orders, asking them to call the police or "311" until an 
automated mass surveillance system can be implemented. 
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Per the Governor's comments on May 1, that system is already being developed 
and tested. And Mayor Lightfoot is doing her part by repeatedly declaring that 
every "report" will be investigated and fines of up to $10,000 per incident may be 
leveled against the "offender." 
Gov. Pritzker and Mayor Lightfoot are not alone. In fact, it would seem that 
tyranny has strong roots in Illinois, because IL Rep. Bobby Rush has introduced 
HR 6666 into the US House of Representatives — a bill which seeks to level the 
full power of the federal government, underwritten with $100 Billion in funding, to 
track and surveil what used to be a free people. 
The list of potential collaborators Rep. Rush would like to enlist in his "paid 
snitching" scheme is deeply disturbing because it includes targeting our 
churches and our schools. 
Both the Nazi Germans and the Soviet Communists used just these sorts of 
tactics to quell disobedient voices of freedom. Jews were offered special perks if 
they reported other Jews and became known as "judenrats." 
Neighbors who exposed non-compliers in their neighborhoods were given the 
government's favor, even as they watched the neighborhood churches burn as a 
result of their reports. And who can forget the Hitler Youth, born of German 
schools' constant instruction to report even parents and siblings "for the good of 
the country." People who refused to report their neighbors, family and friends 
were punished.  
Meanwhile, Gov. Pritzker has banned all church services of 10 people or more, no 
matter what social distancing and sanitizing services the church has 
implemented and regardless of the size of the building. While Home Depot and 
Walmart can have hundreds of people in their buildings, churches may not. The 
10-person limit is both ridiculous and unconstitutional! 
This past weekend in Chicago, police towed the cars of residents who surround 
Elim Romanian Pentecostal in an apparent effort to raise hatred against the 
church and to punish area residents who might support the church. But the 
church does not use the street parking. Police then blocked the entrances of the 
church's privately contracted parking lot. And Logos received "disorderly 
conduct" citations. 
Our clients will not cower in the face of Gov. Pritzker's intimidating warnings and 
tyrannical actions. These churches are standing fast on the Word of the Lord, and 
their Constitutional right to freedom of religion! 
But other American citizens need to fight for our rights, as well. We cannot allow 
the growth of a rapidly developing police state that spies on its citizens' every 
move and eliminates our Constitutional freedom.   
WE CANNOT ALLOW OUR GOVERNMENT TO SPY ON US OR OUR CHURCHES! 
Select here or the button below to take a stand now. 

  

Tyranny almost always attacks churches first, then turns to mass surveillance as 
its preferred method of intimidation and control. Punitive enforcement always 
follows and grows more draconian when citizens fail to push back. 
The restrictions being placed on our churches — the only entities deserving to be 
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deemed "essential" according to the Constitution — along with mass surveillance 
by petty tyrants on local, state and federal levels, portend a trend toward the loss 
of all American rights. 
Tyrants start with churches and synagogues, progress to surveillance, 
incorporate snitching and end with destruction of liberty. This is America and we 
cannot allow this deadly progression to continue! 
Please, take a stand NOW and tell our elected officials we will NOT tolerate mass 
surveillance, citizen spying and the destruction of our unalienable, God-given, 
constitutionally protected rights!   

 
Phil Robertson Is on Fire: They Don't Have Enough Prisons to Hold Us All! 
Play: https://youtu.be/jvb2trXfCXU 

 
Cardiac Nurse Destroys Mask Wearing 
Play: https://youtu.be/otNX9eTKNKE  

 
Cardiac Arrests up 800 Percent: Doctors Warn Lockdowns Doing Much More 
Damage Than COVID 
A new grassroots organization of doctors is telling the nation it needs a second 
opinion about the way to handle this pandemic medically and mentally. 
During a media call, several of these doctors spoke of horrible medical results for 
people because of excessive panic over the coronavirus. They also told of harm 
done to ill or injured people because the medical world has been largely cut off to 
them while almost all resources have been redirected to deal exclusively with 
COVID-19. 
Dr. Simone Gold is an emergency room physician documenting these harms as 
she’s contacted fellow medical professionals across the country and helped form 
this new group A Doctor A Day. 
Gold shared. “We’re so worried about the fact that patients believe that they are 
going to get sick if they show up for medical tests. But they’re actually hurting 
themselves.” 
They’re avoiding hospitals even during emergencies.  
“There are all these patients out there not showing up to emergency 
departments,” Gold stated, saying where she works, “The volume in the 
emergency department is incredibly low. Maybe 60 percent of what it usually 
is. And this is across the nation. Everybody’s had the same experience, excluding 
the New York metropolitan area.” 
“Actually, it’s quite empty,” she reported, saying of her own hospital, “I got a 
letter just this last week that we are firing 50 percent of our technicians.”    
Layoffs have been widespread in hospitals across the country since the 
pandemic hit. 

 
IS CONTACT TRACING IS A VERY SLIPPERY SLOPE 
Play: https://youtu.be/ACU1iqi8M6s or  
https://www.facebook.com/HighWireTalk/videos/is-contact-tracing-a-slippery-
slope/612439849618608/?__so__=permalink&__rv__=related_videos  
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Iphones Latest Update Tells You It's Contact Tracing! Texas Says No 
Play: https://banned.video/watch?id=5ec9ca1f199ea5002499236b 

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: elaine 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 9:53 AM 
Subject: Listener Comment: Apple wants to install 
this software update on my iPhone-- Looks like 
it’s surveillance tracking and tracing--More and 
more control 
Elaine: Don't do it! See below for a section I am 
going to cover in my next teaching, get a blocker 
bag at: https://www.idstronghold.com/ and never 
have your phone trackable in a group of people in 
public. These contact tracers are being hired by 
the thousands to track you down. This would be 
the perfect excuse by big brother to come get the 
Red and Blue lists under the cover of Covid-19 
Also these are tons of scams popping up with this 
whole contract tracking thing: 
https://www.komando.com/security-privacy/signs-

of-contact-tracing-scams/739389/ 
From: Patricia 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2020 4:53 PM 
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Dr, Scott, This is for Elaine.  Actually I have quit caring my cell phone, a 
3G flip phone, that will not permit anyone to text me, when I am out and about in 
public, because I DO NOT want to risk that thing being tracked and accused of 
having this illness.  Actually I was instinctively doing this before Dr Scott talked 
about this..  (I do have shielding bags but I can't find them at the moment.)  I very 
rarely use it in any case, and unless I am somewhere where I believe I may need 
the phone I take it then.  I don't like 3G, I have become sick when speaking to my 
aunt on this phone I have had for years (she can easily spend two hours on the 
phone) and I do not want to upgrade to 4G (I am talking about 4G here not even 
5G).  I don't want the forced upgrade to 4G coming next year.  I am considering 
going cell phone free when they do this.  Also,  Dr. Scott, myself and everyone 
else who is smart phone free, we are ALL DOING JUST FINE.  I am not retired, I 
work in a hospital, full time, with a critical job, that I was blessed to still be 
working all of my hours during this lock down, where everyone else around me 
was having my hours reduced or eliminated.  I work in a industry where everyone 
thinks they are so important they need a smart phone and instant 
communication.  I now use my cell phone so seldom, I know I can easily go 
cell phone free, easily.  There are other ways to do everything they are forcing 
you to do everything you use your smart phone for, and right now, no one will 
deny you access to the post office, if you tell them you don't have a smart phone.  
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You just need to communicate with everyone and all your friends you do 
business with that you do not have a smart phone any more, and you CAN NOT 
RECEIVE TEXT, sometimes that part has to be repeated for them to get it.  BTW, I 
am old enough that I remember when no one had a cell phone and we all did just 
fine.  Just consider this...  Do not let them track you, for any reason, and quite 
frankly I don't know how it is possible for them not to track your location when 
you have any kind of cell phone.  That cell phone still has to ping against the 
towers for it to work. 
Patricia: I will forward this to her but if you get a Green 8 sticker for the phone 
you should see a big difference when talking on the phone ( I know I do)  and try 
to only talk on speaker phone so the phone is not up against your head.  
https://www.healthharmonic.com/collections/green-8-products/products/green-8-
evolution  

 
5 signs the coronavirus ‘contact tracing’ texts you’re getting are a scam 
By James Gelinas, Komando.com May 20, 2020 
COVID-19 is exposing the dark underbelly of the web for all to see, and millions of 
people are suffering because of it. You have to be pretty twisted to try and scam 
people out of their savings during the worst economic crisis in the past 50 years, 
but that’s exactly what these cybercriminals are doing by leveraging the 
pandemic to their advantage. 
Millions of jobs may have been lost in the past few months, but recovery efforts are 
already kicking into gear. Financial relief like stimulus checks have been put into motion, 
and new jobs like contact tracing are opening up. Unfortunately, scammers are 
paying attention to the news, too. And now, the vital work performed by contact 
tracers is being hijacked by enterprising scammers desperate for your cash. 
They’re impersonating contact tracers as they try to steal your info, and they’re 
pulling out all the stops to seem as convincing as possible. Will anybody trust a 
call from real contact tracers after dealing with these scammers? 
The FTC has issued a warning regarding the rise of a new kind of scam that’s just 
timely enough to damage American recovery efforts. By posing as contact tracers, 
these fraudsters are tricking people into ponying up personal information and breaking 
the trust in real contact tracers that can help keep the country safe and healthy. 
Here’s how it works: Scammers will send you a text message with a generic 
boilerplate spiel about how you were exposed to someone who tested positive for 
COVID-19. The message will include a link where you can supposedly learn more 
or sign up for testing.  
But clicking the link is extremely dangerous. These text messages contain 
malicious links that can install tracking software on your device capable of 
stealing personal information. Some may even include links to phishing websites 
where you’ll input the information yourself, which makes it even harder to catch 
the people responsible. 
Ultimately, the FTC says it fears this new effort may make people wary to take real 
contact tracing efforts seriously as the pandemic drags on.  
“Thankfully”, the FTC issued detailed guidelines on what to expect from 
legitimate contact tracing efforts. Messages from local health departments will 
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not include links whatsoever, and will instead give you a heads up that a call is 
coming your way — complete with the phone number it will come from. As of 
now, scammers haven’t caught on to this yet. 
When a real tracer calls you, they won’t ask you for any financial or identifying 
information like a Social Security Number. What they may ask you for is whether 
or not you want to enroll in text alerts going forward. Any caller who asks for 
personally identifying information aside from that is a scammer, and you should 
hang up immediately. https://www.komando.com/security-privacy/signs-of-contact-
tracing-scams/739389/ 

 
Turn off Contact Tracing App which is embedded in your phones next update 
Play: https://youtu.be/xULUATuCYTA  
Menaz Akhtar  Just leave phone at home when you out...  
Real Naturo  This wont be an option soon. In auatralia ppl are being asked to scan 
in even when going to the post office.  
Donna Caddie  If you have a iPhone, Go in to settings, General, software update, 

Automatic updates, Select Off. 😀  

Industry Studies Wrong: https://9to5mac.com/2020/05/06/how-to-turn-on-off-
covid-19-contact-tracing-iphone-ios/  
Donna Caddie Industry Studies it’s not wrong! It’s how you turn off Automatic 
updates on a iPhone! your link is for if you haven’t turned it off and the update 
has happened.  
Industry Studies Donna Caddie - you will end up with buggy software and 
increase your risk of hacking activity. App developers may decide to drop 
support for older iOS versions at some point. The only real solution to keep the 
government out of your phone, is to have a privacy focused operating system on 
a android phone, such as Ubuntu Touch linux, LineageOS or a privacy focused 
device, such as PinePhone or Librem. Ubuntu is computer compatible too.  
Legal Fiction is Fraud  @Industry Studies interesting... has Ubuntu abandoned all 
the tracking and shopping stuff then? I don’t know i havent bothered to check, 
but i would like to know how ubuntu is considered privacy focused when they 
tried to embed tracking into the desktop via the ubuntu widgets and stuff....i 
remember having to run scripts to get rid of all of it and then thinking, this is 
Microsoft all over again....  
Industry Studies 18 hours ago (edited) Ubuntu Touch is no longer commercial 
and is maintained by the community. Edward Snowden apparently endorses a 
Ubuntu fork called Graphene, including Librem phone. Although, the Ubuntu 
desktop, not sure. 

 
How to manage COVID-19 exposure notifications on iPhone 
Michael Potuck  
- May. 19th 2020 3:30 am PT--Apple and Google have partnered on offering a secure 
and private coronavirus contact tracing implementation on iOS and Android. Follow 
along for where to find the on/off toggle for COVID-19 contact tracing on iPhone in iOS 
settings. 
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Update 5/6: Apple has redesigned the iOS settings portion for Exposure Notifications 
that gives users more clarity on the feature. The toggle is turned off by default and 
needs an authorized app to turn the feature on with user permission. See below for how 
it looks. 
Update 5/20: iOS 13.5 is now available to the public. Stay up to date with our list of 
which U.S. states are going to offer supported apps here. 
Anonymous COVID-19 contact tracing via Bluetooth (not GPS location) is available with 
iOS 13.5. 
Contact tracing is called “Exposure Notifications” on iPhone and is turned off at the 
system level by default. You’ll have to download an app from your local health authority 
that will require your explicit permission to use anonymous Bluetooth data for it to work 
when phase one of the rollout starts in May. 
Apple and Google have said that phase two of the contact tracing software will allow it 
to work without a third-party health authority app, but that won’t happen until later this 
year. 
Apple and Google have done a great job highlighting how contact tracing is built on 
privacy and security, read more about that on Apple’s website. But if you still want to 
change your contact tracing settings, here’s how to find it in iPhone system settings. 
Note: The “COVID-19 Exposure Logging” toggle is disabled by default in iOS 13.5. 
This does not collect any data without you installing and authorizing a local 
health authority app, which will be available soon. Apple and Google’s exposure 
notification system will be completely opt-in. 
How to turn on/off COVID-19 contact tracing on iPhone 

1. On iOS 13.5 and later, head to Settings on your iPhone 
2. Swipe down and tap Privacy 
3. Now choose Health 
4.  Tap COVID-19 Exposure Logging at the top 
5. For now, you’ll need an authorized app before Exposure Notifications can be 

turned on. But then you can tap the toggle to turn notifications on or off 
6. You can also delete the exposure logs manually at any time at the bottom of the 

settings 
7. Follow along here for when apps from health authorities become available 

Here’s how these steps look: 
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https://9to5mac.com/2020/05/19/how-to-turn-on-off-covid-19-contact-tracing-
iphone-ios/  
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